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Ruské speciální jednotky v úterý provedly razii a zničily „adrenochromovou farmu“ poblíž

ukrajinského města Šostka, kde zlověstné síly mučily unesené ruské děti, aby jim odebraly

tekutinu z nadledvinek, uvedl zdroj z Mar-a-Lago, který tvrdí, že ruský prezident Vladimir

Putin informoval. Prezident Trump z operace poté, co Spetznas zachránil 50 malých dětí z

příšerné laboratoře.

Jak bylo oznámeno počátkem loňského roku, Trump a Putin udržovali otevřený kanál

komunikace poté, co Putin zahájil svou „zvláštní vojenskou operaci“ na Ukrajině. Putin

Trumpa ujistil, že jeho skutečným impulsem k rozmístění vojáků je zbavit východní

Evropu západního moru, což znamená zařízení na biologické zbraně kontrolované Deep

State a kroužky pro obchod s dětmi, které, jak Putin tehdy řekl, ohrožovaly ruskou

suverenitu. Jak čas plynul, jejich rozhovory byly méně časté, ale Putin pravidelně

informoval Trumpa o pokroku, řekl náš zdroj.

Pohoršený ruský prezident řekl Trumpovi, že FSB, ruská Federální bezpečnostní služba,

slyšela o existenci laboratoře a jejím pobytu jen pár dní předtím, než dal zelenou misi

infiltrovat laboratoř, shromáždit důkazy, zachránit všechny děti uvnitř a totálně zničit

zařízení. .

https://realrawnews.com/2023/01/putin-destroys-adrenochrome-lab-in-ukraine/
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Padesát dětí bylo v lékařsky vyvolaném kómatu, když Spetznas pronikl do laboratoře a

zastřelil osm „techniků“, kteří frézovali nebo zapichovali dlouhé jehly do oblasti ledvin dětí

v komatu. Každé dítě bylo připevněno ke kovovému vozíku.

Putin údajně řekl, že věří, že unesení byli ruské děti, které byly uneseny z měst a obcí, které

se táhnou na rusko-ukrajinské hranici. Řekl také, že dva z osmi „techniků“ byli ze Západu

– jeden americký imunolog s vazbami na NIH; druhý Brit, který pracoval v britské

zdravotní bezpečnostní agentuře. Lékařské vybavení – kádinky, hadičky, stříkačky,

mikroskopy, odstředivky, autoklávy atd. – pocházely od dodavatelských společností ve

Spojených státech.

„Putin vyvodil teorii: že Deep State s požehnáním Volodymyra Zelenského přesunul část

nebo všechny své adrenochromové zušlechtění na Ukrajinu, protože se to bojí udělat ve

státech vyvolávajících konstituční frakci americké armády neboli Bílé klobouky, loví je.

Poté je rafinovaný produkt odeslán do USA nebo je vyzvednut Deep Staters na návštěvě

Ukrajiny,“ uvedl náš zdroj.

Dodal, že Putin řekl Trumpovi, že Deep State je nepotlačitelný, a proto musí být „rozdrcen“

a chlubil se, že „rozdrtil“ desítky zrádců ve své vlastní vládě. "Zrádci někdy náhodně

vypadnou z okna," řekl.

Popsal Deep State jako univerzální zlovolnou entitu usilující o zotročení planety a

podrobení lidstva jeho vrtošivým rozmarům.

"Bojujeme se stejným nepřítelem," řekl mu Trump. "Ale musím být velmi opatrný, co tady

říkám, zvláště teď." Jsem rád, že jsi zachránil bezbranné děti. Adrenochrom je tady

obrovský problém už velmi dlouho.“

Putin řekl, že jeho síly proměnily laboratoř Adrenochrom „v prach“ a ujistil Trumpa, že

jakékoli příběhy o tom, že je vážně nemocný nebo mrtvý, jsou propagandou CIA.

„Ti zlí, kteří to dělají našim dětem, prezidente Trumpe, jsou upíři,“ řekl Putin.

(Navštíveno 44 309krát, dnes 44 309 návštěv)

“Adrenochrome’s been a huge problem here for a very long time.”

duh it’s in short supply and high demand

I get paid over $85 per hour working from home with 2 kids at home. I never thought I’d

be able to do it but my best friend earns over 12,000 bucks a month doing this and she

convinced me to try. The potential with this is endless. Everybody should start earning

money online by

 
using this site… http://www.Payathome7.com

Last edited 3 hours ago by Delavic

http://www.payathome7.com/
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Ever seen what they do to children to get this stuff. You have no idea how sick your

comment is. Do the world a favor and hang your self tonight.

“Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas” Adrenochrome scenes. Looking at how long it takes

people to get a broad scope wide spread global picture of this drug…..and people using it to

walk tall, live it up, high rollin,

Guessing that’s why this is so slow. They weren’t doing the stab to genocide for population

excess. Wipeouts and rebuilds are part of using birth amnesia and short lifespans, to the

blood and loosh factory advantage. It’s just an expected necessary (for deep state)

periodical harvest time, aka planet reset.

Step up and take your stab Stinky. You owe it to your country to vaxx yourself to death.

War is Peace!

That is almost a direct quote from Orwell’s 1984! And you, EdBob, came up with it on your

own: “War is peace!” There do exist real patriots, genuine Homo Sapiens, who can string a

thought together. I know you’re out there because I used to encounter you on these chat

rooms. But you have gone into hiding. These screeds are thawed out from the freezers of

Pre-Lenin Nihilism from the 1890’s. I have been a stranger in a strange land (Moses to the

Priest of median).

Yes, and Dren Crom in milk bar scene of clockwork orange.

 
So how far back does this really go…molech of course, but modernly.so to speak.

 
Blood and louch, for sure.

Every time I read one of your posts, or posts from any of your other fake-ass troll-turd

names, I just shake my head and think to myself that you have to be this f’ing stupid on

purpose. No way it could be by accident.

Yes, agree. I don’t understand why if they “had it all” around 2017 or something like that,

we’re here in 2023 with no end in sight.

It is an ongoing war, winning battle after battle against an entrenched enemy that has been

preparing for this war for thousands of years. We have all of the evidence needed, but no

honest Judicial system, no honest mainstream Newsmedia, to bring the evidence before

the American people. Do you comprehend how difficult that is? The people have to be

awakened and have to agree that the Deep-State system has to be thoroughly destroyed.

Therefore, the indicted criminals are arrested by the military, brought to the military JAG

courts to be brought to justice in secret. The military does not have the cooperation of

thousands of state, local, federal law enforcement agencies, state, local, federal justice

department investigators, FBI investigators, to assist them. Do you comprehend how

difficult that is. Would you rather speed up the process and half the scum, half the child

destroyers, half the depopulation murderers, half the traitors, escape justice?
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Anyone with an ounce of brain matter would agree with you. Just think what the scenario

would’ve been if in January 2020 Trump returned. There would be so many DS infiltrating

every aspect of our lives. As it is, we’re still only hanging on by a thread of decent

humanity. Remember, the DS has been building and building for eons. Taking them all out

at once is near impossible. But I sill believe God is in charge and we must hold fast to Him

or we’re all truly doomed.

I like to think being able to work under cover has allowed more to be done, since he wasn’t

“in charge” anymore. DS agents and puppets have let some of their guard down. Like in

poker, it’s allowed players to observe what’s going on and who is involved.

Yup and they did not have Trump to blame anymore. LibTards attempts only made them

look very stiipid.

“‘we’re still only hanging on by a thread” But know we are being helped esp. if more people

see our success happening and stay very positive and loving. Help educate people to see

the light and know we have helpers to put the right words in our minds, thoughts and

words. Each one of us that’s awakened -should know they have guardian fighting this evil.

As of right now all of the shitheads still out there have escaped justice this far. If and when

a serious ,massive effort was made to move on these shit heads, what makes you think

HALF, 50 percent would escape justice and never be caught? And , these are ENEMY

COMBATANTS, THEY DO NOT HAVE TO BE BROUGHT BEFORE A US MILITARY JAG

COURT. they can be EXECUTED IN THE FIELD OF BATTLE. The thousands serving in

US Law enforcement , many of them belonging to the FOP , a Masonic secret society

another aspect of the Deep State as well as numerous others serving their Masters , many

of these shitheads serving and working in this heinous activity of Human/child trafficking,

and all THE OTHER SHIT RELATED TO THIS HEINOUS CRIMINAL ACTIVITY, should

have been taken down in mass arrests or EXECUTED STARTING A LONG fucking time

ago, as this take-down and take -out has and is BEING SLOW PLAYED. These shitheads

serving in US LAW ENFORCEMENT ARE THE HENCHMEN, THEY ARE THE FUCKING

LOWLIFES THAT MAKE EVERYTHING HAPPEN. WAR and VIOLENT FORCE ,

EXTREME OPERATIONS AND EXTREME PREJUDICE SHOULD BE EXACTED ON

THESE FUCKS RIGHT FUCKING NOW, RIGHT FUCKING NOW, BEFORE MORE

INSURGENTS CROSS THE SOUTHERN BORDER AND GET ORGANIZED AND

OUTFITTED , CONSIDERING ALL THE INSURGENTS THAT HAVE BEEN

FACILITATED ALREADY, AS THIS HAS BEEN THE REALITY SINCE DJT made it

possible for Pedo-joe Biden to assume the US Presidency and the PARTITIONING OF

THE US MILITARY, MANY OF THEM BEING COMPROMISED BY THE MANDATED

KILL SHOT, MORE the DoDs countermeasures ” EXERCISE “. If you think this S L O W P

L A Y E D S E C R E T O P E R A T I O is working , You are a F O O L ! DJT and BERGER

have been slow playing this the the DETRIMENT of this Nation, it’s people and MOST

IMPORTANTLY , IT’S VICTIMS. ENOUGH BULLSHIT , enough so called warp speed

garbage and phony optics. IT IS WAR, ,ramp these operations up, use other highly trained

TRUSTED forces such as US Veteran that we know are chomping on the bit and lets start

KILLING HENCHMEN.
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So Dave, are you suggesting that everyone arm up and start knocking people off? I don’t

have a problem being armed, but I don’t like the idea of just going about being judge and

jury to the DS. I know what they have done, however I’m not going to deliver the

sentences.

Maybe it would work if we could get them to promise, pretty please, to wear Globalist

Deep-State badges on their shirts at all times. Then we judgemental guess or by golly civil

war practitioners would not be gunning down innocent neighbors and mail ladies.

When the military makes an arrest, it already has all the evidence of guilt, which is why

each trial is usually over in a day. Prison or death is usually all that is in question.

Reply to Dave Kelly

It is the BAR Association that is the problem.

 
Their oath of allegiance is to the British Monarch.

80% of voters voted for Trump,

 
and witnessed vote switching right

 
before their eyes.

Now,

 
the supreme court says citizens

 
have “no standing” to challenge 

 
obvious organized vote fraud.

So,

 
the Military must take down the foreign

 
BAR Association, and remove all these

 
foreign agents.

The citizens need to see this “slow play”,

 
so when the Military remove these thugs,

 
the citizens will understand why.

We citizens have “no standing” because the entire civilian Judiciary is of the DC

Corporation which is bankrupt, defunct, out of business, besides being totally corrupt and

unjust. The military JAG (Judge Advocate General Corps) courts are entirely separate from

the DC Corporation. Thus, the courts issuing “no standing” writs are technically accurate.

My understanding is this is being done deliberately by the white hats to wake up the

slumbering, clueless people. The only way is the military.

Yup. I agree. All ready for the final take down–makes it easier this way. The compromised

rooked US Senate controls the SCOTUS decision. This way the final take down will be

many birds with one shot.

civilian = civil slave

 
research law common to i

 
our common law stating we are man or woman, not a corporation with a Berthing
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certificate, as in maritime law that starts at the hospital at birth, nor a social security

number like that of IBM created for the people in the concentration camps… which started

in Northern NJ and IBMs computer system

That’s the best, most comprehensive explanation I’ve seen so far! This should be posted

everywhere naysayers languish and try to extinguish the light of the truth seekers!

Excellent Response, Michael!! I’m glad you have not only the ability to correctly analyze

the scope of this unprecedented situation but also the patience to concisely present it to

those who have limited analytical abilities. THANK YOU!!!!

No. Half-assed will not do. The best part of this is that the White Hats went to school on

the Black Hats and turned the tables on them by remaining in the shadows. Normally, this

is not done. Military planning at its finest!

Agree, Military was the only way.. otherwise it would have been complete mayhem and

blood on the streets if it wasn’t done properly.

It must have been extremely overwhelming, stress maximus at times for all the good guys

that were and still involved.

I remember an 18 wheeler was pulled over in Texas the driver was arrested in the trailer

was a white powder the thought was a drug so they sent in for test it came back human

infused products. This was before Adrinachrom started popping up. So this been going on

a long time.

Yes, listen to Gene Decodes. The food items he mentions to watch out for. Take food

magnets when food shopping to make sure no metal is in meat or dry goods. The

magnetized elements in food is like the bio-weapon stuff in the jabs. If they can’t kill us

one way–it’ll be in our food and drink. Jean Decode cooks his own food now–won’t eat

out. He also knows how to clear the neg. factors of the jab and the parasites ofvarious

kinds. The high price restaurants can be cooking with common dangerous oils that were

never meant to be used as food.

Because if they dumped all of this information at one time…people would either

disassociate from it, died of shock, start riots and the upper echelon of the ds would sneak

thriugh the cracks just like they did at the end of WW2! Read the ART OF WAR>

That narrative is ENTIRELY BOGUS and BULLSHIT, and is NOT WORKING, IT A SET

UP and prime for FAILURE, Berger’s leadership has proven this, WAKE UP!,have you

been paying attention?

Zero proof for any of your ridiculous claims.

Also you don’t speak for 8 billion people or know how they would react.

Your art of war is code for drump being a weak coward.

Just “having it all” doesn’t mean you can dispose of it quickly. They have the monsters, but

how does one get rid of them forever? That is what takes time to figure out
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They have all that they need to take doen the faux Gov. but not all the Khazarian satanist

players re Chilldren SRA. It is the latter swamp that Triump promised to remove . This is

still being removed NOT FINSIHED YET. No Swamp Swine are to allowed to live so that it

can NEVER rear it’s ugly evil head again.

Enjoying his Mar-a-Lago parties, weddings, etc! No one is coming to save us! We have to

do it!

Dave Kelly Evil PAID SHILL–you really seem to have it in for our poor Hero Gen Berger..

You seem to me to be a shill for Gen shit bag Milley et al of the DS. Please go take a long

running jump off a very short pier.

If you only knew…….Okla. I believe this stuff is so deep, the average doubter is clueless on

.0001% of what is going on. Thanks Michael for keeping us informed of one faction. You

are so appreciated.

These morons expect trump to put everything hes doing on mainstream media TV they are

the enemy and these morons do not get it totally brain dead

If the kids are in trouble, then wouldn’t you call up you armed malita ????????

 
Inform the people!

 
The morons are the ones sitting all comfy on their sofas

NG already deployed. Please get informed. No, they won’t telegraph what they are doing to

every Tom, Dick, and Harry.

One million National Guard federalized and deployed, meaning their families get full

active duty pay, under orders answering only to Commander-in-Chief Trump, not any

governors. Trump can lend them to a governor.

President Trump’s Executive Order 13912, of March 27, 2020, federalizing 1 million

National Guardsmen to active-duty. Still in force, and Resident Biden signed it extending

the order to mid 2023. (even though the actor’s signature is worthless)

You’ve are the moron ignorant Troll…don’t know how to do better research… come back

when you’ve done more work

The ones on the front lines are not being criticized. IT IS THE ONES THAT HAVE BEEN

IN CERTAIN ASPECTS OF COMMAND, THAT HAVE BEEN SLOW-PLAYNG THESE

OPERATIONS, TO THE POINT WHERE THE OPS ARE COMPROMISED AND THE

GOOD GUYS SUFFER CASUALTIES. But I realize you have narratives you are here to

stoke, I get it

We all wish the MSM could be taken over to stop the stab. They aren’t, but I would in

theory, like them all brought to trial at GITMO for medical treason, asap and figure they

are going to die anyway, from karma, but can’t figure it out. They hang onto the

teleprompter jobs waiting for a breakthrough? So they can’t learn to quit, but anyway,
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much of it seems CGI, and from closed secret studios, so unless there’s some good going on

with this that I can’t see or don’t know about, TV signals should be dead for promoting the

stab, or go dead if they promote virus or stab. Calling death stabs vaccines is lying.

White hats don’t seem to have priority on that signal scrambling and deep state seems to

use mostly banning, blocking, deleting people. TV was CIA mind control all this time. Not

for knowledge education but mostly drama entertainment diversions.

No white hats could block or scramble deep state medical mafia media news but instead

deep state sure blocked what they wanted to.

Seems like it’s just not exactly greed at the top but the media mafia culling to genocide stab

promoters are under a threat of ‘do or die, take the millions and do this corruption, or die’ ,

is their offered choice. Everybody’s getting tested. They can look at it like “your god isn’t

saving you”. “Everybody makes mistakes” “I had to obey” they have thoughts and make

decisions. Being in a life and death choice game seems to require saying “no” even if they

have to face death, or they do kill the asset. The asset chose some arrogant position, as a

child earlier on, not knowing who was running the world. Some tortured into it.

The biggest reason I can see to kill them is they are unrecoverable murdering financial-

predators. They should have found a way to snitch out the shadow people. The non

humans included running things.

There’s a big and huge ongoing promise all over the new age and ex-secret military

community that quantum computers and med bed’s are coming. “Good med beds have ET

standing close” the others are whatever med beds not good or untrustworthy in some

cases. To my knowledge so far, it sounds as WTF scary as those thousands of wombless

incubator babies. Maybe it’s baby cloning where you get a soulless offspring.

I want my Moron-TV, M-TV. This is where the general public has spent most of their life.

Its tough to educate a MoRon

Agreed. This is GLOBAL and has been going on for decades. We will be fighting this kind

of evil for decades more. But now we know such evil exists harvesting our children for

adrenachrome, body parts and for the pleasure of demonic entities.

 
90% of your fellow citizens have NO idea this stuff is going on. That’s another part of the

problem. Willful ignorance. The frazzledrip video should be released to the masses

TODAY! It will unite just about all of us. We may have our differences but we all can agree

you do not mess with our children!

Concur. Those nasty, arrogant HRC supporters will REALLY hang their heads in shame for

voting for her.

Science knows and, they know about cannibalism and fresh live catch even if only watching

tigers out in nature and vampire movies. There has been a long list of “suicided doctors” so

that is how they send a message to the doctor and scientific community to shut up and put

up.
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When I was 6 yrs old and saw a vampire movie in early 60’s, I thought this was mean

mentally ill people to make a crazy movie, and gross and rude and ignored any further

watching until I got over ignoring that which can’t be ignored, to ask and get answers to

the questions to keep on learning how/why those movies related to anything out there in

the world we thought we knew, was all there was going on. ‘There are no such thing as

vampires’ turned into ‘what is that all about’?

This trap was set and reset and seems to work fairly well with the birth amnesia and short

lifespan things.

That bloody wheel of karma, eh? We just start to get smart and then we die while we are

still spiritual babies.

Imagine being so low iq that you down vote a simple factual statement.

 
No one here knows anything about what drump is doing positive or negative.

Vaccine injured one and all.

SERIOUSLY, I sense DJT has been taken down, possibly arrested, Berger too, but I could

be wrong

You seem to hope so. But considering who Trump has on his side I don’t think those hopes

will be realized

HEY DIPS HITS TRUMP HAS BEEN RESCUING CHILDREN SINCE 2015 . DO U

EXPECT TRUMP TO BROADCAST THIS TO THE DEEP STATE CABAL ?? HELL NO

DUMMY!

1 million malita can do 1 hell of a lot more than 1 guy hiding behind a palm tree…

 
Dummy

There are people posting here that it’s their job to stoke the Rah , Rah narratives. DJT

PROPAGANDISTS. It’s so obvious , so pathetic and I sense it’s corrupt. But we will know

very soon.

TRUMP has NOT arrested anyone, The White Hats , TRUSTED US MILITARY, they have

been doing all the work. enough of the IDOL worship, it’s really pathetic, Rah , Rah

bullshit, go organize some more rallies, Rah Rah.

“Sure would like to see trump get off his backside”

It’s the white hats that need to get up off their rear and make all this public. Enough with

the behind the scene bs. We the people have a right to know. When are they going to let us

know why they decided after their “investigation” into the fraud and the illegitimate

congress that nothing has been or will be done. They owe us that much.

terry wrote;

 
Why would anyone let their enemies know what their plans are?

The reasons are simple, bu with logic you’ll understand a little better after this.

 
They’re commanded by Satan to tell their victim’s of their intent.
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Last edited 4 hours ago by goober

Another name for this is ‘predictive programing’

This is probably the FINEST proof/compilation of this technique:

odysee

 
commercial domain

@ODDTV:b

 
ultimate-911-predictive-programming:5

(Sorry, I cannot post properly formatted URLs — that will trigger moderation. If you have

been online long enough you can ‘decode’ it and go to the site itself.)

This earlier post I made

realrawnews

 
commercial domain

2022

 
08

 
military-arrests-general-conspiring-against-trump

 
#comment-321444

will tell/show you all you need to know about 9/11 (2001-09-11) without wasting your time

or leading you astray if you want to learn more. The URLs in the above post are similarly

‘munged’ to avoid moderation. At the time of that post, all of the links in it still worked. It

has been awhile and links may have stopped working due to genuine technical issues or

outright straight-up censorship.

That’s a bunch of bs they hand us. We the People are the enemies who they don’t want to

know what is going on. The cabal already knows what they are doing. They want us to

believe we don’t have a right to know … when we do.

It IS public for those who want to find it!!!!! And just how would you make it “public????”

Through MSM people who ATTEND Davos and Epstein Island?

THE CONTROLLED MSM should have been taken out before Trump departed the US

Presidency. DJT left the CONTROLLED ZIONST SATANIST jew msm intacked. take that

up with TRUMP and his pals in the zionist satanist jew msm.

Ah no … it has to be public for all to see not just for those that have to dig for a few crumbs.

How to make it public? Don’t be ridiculous … through the EBS … shut down the corporate

media completely … THAT’S HOW YOU MAKE IT PUBLIC.

“They owe us…”? Paraphrasing JFK: “Think not what your White Hats can do for you;

think what you can do for your White Hats.” We know only a modicum of what they do,

which is for good reasons. They are the spearhead of the fight, and know better than us

how to confront the evils of the DS, which are now lashing out exactly like a cornered

animal.
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You have been brainwashed into believe you don’t have the right to know when you do. If

you want to continue to believe that fine … but don’t expect me to.

“we have a right to know” – Sheesh, entitled thinking or what? We have NO right to know

the critical, time-sensitive information about what the WH military is doing. NONE AT

ALL.

That is not the info folks have been requesting moron. They would like to know just who

has been EXECUTED THUS FAR, that is not signaling operations , dumb ass.

If you want to believe that fine … but I don’t … it just a way of controlling the masses so

they don’t ask questions about things they should know. I will keep speaking out about the

cover ups .. lies … lack of action ect.

Wait wasn’t Trump supposed to take over the Presidency today? It’s January 20th, the

halfway point of Biden’s term. I distinctly remember people on this website claiming

Trump would take over on this day because in accordance with the 22nd amendment, if he

waited until now he could have 10 years in office instead of 6 (because partial terms don’t

count towards the 2-term limit if they are less than two years)

So yeah uh… what happened with that? Guys?

No. The statement was that it had to be AFTER the half way point to enable him to run in

2024….It never said WHEN after.

Oh ok yeah I guess he’ll just keep putting it off for the suspense or something

If the Corporation has ended, then the 10 year rule for President has ended, right?

 
The Republic rules will apply. Anyone know what those rules are?

On another subject, I read someone withdrew cash from an ATM in Arizona and received

US Notes. T/F? It was on AMG NEWS website & I only know what I read.

Charlie Ward & Simon Parkes had to sign another NDS labeled the “last” one. That means

more secrecy.

The new mystery rules are whatever you want them to be, buddy. It’s just some nonsense

someone on the internet made up.

The day. Ain’t over yet …

 
Any thing can happen..

 
You are a Disloyal , twisted lying TROUBLE Making TROLL..

 
You should JUMP out of a window..From at least ten stories high !

 
You are unworthy to be allowed to remain on this Site

 
GTFOH…

Oh yeah man, totally. Tomorrow. For sure this time. No way it’ll be just another day where

nothing happens like the last 20 dates that people on the internet said Trump would take

over
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This incident probably happened a while back. They aren’t going to tell us about what they

are doing when it’s being done. The deep state is reading this also. So your not going to

hear about what Trump is doing. Will you ever give in and admit Trump is a good guy, who

HAS been working hard for this country. Probably not.

President Trump is not on His back. Far from it. If you know, you know, but, it’s obvious

you don’t know. Look up Derek Johnson then you would know that President Trump and

the Military White Hats are in Control and actually have been since 2016. The LORD does

not give us the spirit of fear, but, of power, love, joy, peace and a sound mind. It’s done!

Stop trolling and saying President Trump isn’t doing anything. Because that is a lie.

I am not a troll

 
I have an opinion just as you do

 
How do you know you’re not the one lying

 
You dont

You’ll have to open your eyes to see that. Trump is working tirelessly, and you won’t learn

about it by watching CNN, or even FOX News.

YES , DJT is very busy conjuring up more NFT’s, save your money so you can STOCK UP!

BIG OFFERING COMING VERY SOON, THE MSM WILL LET YOU KNOW, just like last

time

The joos want to dilute pure white genetics from the west so that they can be the sole white

race. The russians however cannot be decimated by the toxic jew thinking or insane

behavior of the jew.

I’m convinced americans at this point in our history would quarter DS troops within their

own houses instead of fighting. American christian parents would rather talk at school

meetings than effect change of the radicalized lezbo CRT brigade through ACTION.

Americans’ passivity is speaking volumes.

We have plenty that would not compromise! If you want to find them then you’ll have to go

all the way to the bottom. Uncompromising men and women do not fare well in the USA.

They’re made to be poor and most live in poverty.

Americans are lazy, listless, obese, woke loving, self-absorbed idiots who care more about

their safe space, crying closet, social media following, and last bur least… a worthless Tesla

gokart! Until Americans grow a pair, they will be chattel for the Jew!

Nah, you only see what the media will let you see. If you spend any time outside of major

democrat controlled cities you’ll see for yourself. American are hard as cold rolled steel. A

giant lives in the heart of all red blooded Americans and you’d be grateful that we have the

foresight to know when to fight and when to let a fire burn itself out. When we get rowdy

the entire world will burn to a cinder. Better to keep calm and stay focused because the

alternative will end the world as you know it.
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That’s how parents raise their kids to be well-mannered men and women, to be nicey-nice.

Never be rude, never be disrespectful, never talk back, never yell, never hit people or

animals, no fighting, no name-calling, no teasing, no biting, no bad manners, no animal

abuse, no profanity, say yes sir/ma’am and no sir/ma’am, protect your siblings, respect

your elders, boys open the door for ladies, girls sit with your legs closed.

 
Nothing wrong with that.

Before anyone criticizes, I’m speaking above in the context of correctly raising our kids

with manners and morality.

 
I AM NOT IN FAVOR OF IMMORAL AND UNETHICAL IDOCTRINATION OF CRT AND

LGBTQ INITIATION AND SEXUAL ABUSE NORMALIZATION.

 
NOT AT ALL.

 
Of course, the smart parents teach their kids to use their brains, think critically, learn and

acquire knowledge and wisdom, it’s okay to question authority figures telling them to do

something illegal or immoral in the name of “the greater good” or not being “racist” and

“CRT-friendly” and “non-binary respecting” and “pronoun-respecting” and men can have

babies and women can be fathers while raising children in transsexual relationships, and

know the difference between right and wrong, lies and truth.

 
We need to teach our kids it’s okay to be white, AND WHITE IS ALSO A COLOR, and not

accept the lies of CRT, that it’s not okay to discriminate against people based on any race

or either sex or any nationality or any creed or pregnancy or disability, that only women

get pregnant and give birth and men cannot, that changing your sex doesn’t change was

God assigned your sex to be prior to birth.

 
Not to swallow the swill of MAPs and child sex offenders LGBTQ that two men and two

women having sex and getting married and having kids are socially and morally

acceptable; that adults having sex with children is natural and normal and should not be

opposed or prohibited; that incest and paedophilia and pimping out the kids to other

paedophiles (like those two married gay men were just arrested for, because they raped

their adopted disabled sons and pimped them out to other paedos) are acceptable sexual

behaviours; abortion is healthcare; that sex changes and puberty blockers are rites of

passage instead of puberty and normal growth and change of the human body; that

abortion is “necessary healthcare” and not killing our children because fetuses are not alive

yet prior to birth; that children going through a phase or even sexual-identity disorder

need sex change surgeries or they will commit suicide, instead of healing by proper

psychotherapy; that males are females and females are males and their genitals don’t

define them; that gays and lesbians and transsexuals are born that way; and that cissexuals

are losers and not fit to raise kids or teach kids; that it’s racist and sexist and bigoted to

teach kids there are only two sexes and only women have give birth and nurse them and

only men can inseminate the women.

 
OTOH. there are parents who have no manners or ethics or morality, because they don’t

even try to raise their kids with manners or respect for others. Which is why we have a

generation of rude, nasty, filthy, disrespectful, spoiled, arrogant, morality-hating brats who

think everybody owes them something and they don’t have to work for their cash, get an

education and earn a trade and becoming independent or at least help out around the

house.
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Hence the screaming woman at DJT first inauguration, and Madonna’s wanting to “blow

up the White House”, Linda Sarsour hating on Trump for the Muslim ban on people from

terrorist-majority Islamic countries, Mark Milley and Barack Obama who want to

homosexualize the miltary, and that paedo-loving, victim shaming black woman on the

SCOTUS who doesn’t know what a woman is.

Xena,

My older sister and I grew up in a Housing project, yet we and most the other ‘good kids’ in

our neighborhood were exactly like that especially when we went over to our

grandmother’s house about once every three weekends for both of us. We were literally on

our best behavior, and didn’t even make the usual kids messes. We actually protected most

younger kids unless they were the types that beat up on the the toddlers.

Plus the kids in our neighborhood treated animals well, we did knock out a window or two

playing baseball where we should not have been, and went on dangerous adventures.

God-bless you for being awake my dear wait until the normies see what’s been going on for

the last 5 years behind closed doors and thousands of years before that with their favorite

movie stars and politicians monsters old pedophile monsters

Everybody seems to be in some kind of progress or stagnation of progress. The souls have

something holding it up. I’m hearing it don’t wake up good until we get solar flash. So after

that there won’t be any more normies.

Amen, sister, send them wicked Joos to a far and distant planet surrounded with an

impenetrable plasma force field.

CORRECT , only the zionist satanist jews , DJTs PEOPLE, want to e=ELIMINATE and

DESTROY ALL white folk in the WEST , not dilute.

Wow anti-semetic Jew haters are haunting the place tonight. Fucking Nazis. So stupid you

can’t and won’t distinguish between real Jews and fake Jews. Because you are Nazi

sympathizers and/or Nazis, or paid trolls for the Nazis. You disgust me. All of you Nazi

sympathizers and Jew haters. You are a disgrace to humanity. Have you watched the

documentaries with actual footage? If you did, and you still say this, then you are nothing

but disgusting MISCREANTS. Sorry. Not sorry.

Yes, Praise God! Too many on this site are full of their own egos and negativity. I am so

thankful that the 50 children were saved and that the lab was destroyed. This is very good

news (thanks to Mike Baxter) that we will not hear on the MSM. God must never be

limited in the wonders he can perform through people we would never suspect.

Amen

 
They think we’re just going to keep “praying” with our heads down.

 
Wait until we’re finished and we raise our heads and build armies all over the world to

strike them all at once. It may appear to be chaos, but out of chaos we’ll bring order.

 
They, will be extinguished.
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Trump, after this dubious parlez with Pres Vlàd, immediately called his master, Schwab

tha Nazi, informing him of this growing threat to their global dominance strategy.

If it werent for Trump, we wouldnt be sitting here reading these stories. You’ll thank him

one day soon.

Trump isn’t alone in this. Many are behind him. And don’t forget the many who were

assassinated or vilified over the past few centuries for daring to expose this filth. It makes

my stomach turn thinking of what they have done to the world, and the tens of millions

that died needlessly due to them – from France to India to China to the USA to Armenia to

Europe to Africa to Russia to South America and on and on and on….

You see the same play book being used over and over, the same media lies over and over,

the same greed over and over…

Born: October 7, 1952, Leningrad (now Saint Petersburg), Russian SFSR, leading Russia

for 22 years, executed the last of the Khazarian Bolshevik Commissars, opened up 300

Russian Orthodox churches, renamed Leningrad back to the Christian city St Petersburg.

No, Putin would be 70 years old.

 
Everything you repeat without proper research about Putin is FAKE News.

Still too many regulations on business, taxes are still too high, crime and shaky

infrastructure also remain problems. Plus, there are too many restrictions on firearms

ownership. Fix that stuff, or at least move the needle on it in the right direction, and I

would consider living there.

Georgia, a former Soviet republic, is a very attractive option for those looking to expatriate.

Good banks, low taxes, fast and efficient government services, few regulations on business.

Nice beaches on the Black Sea, and a pretty decent ski area in Gudauri as well. All in all,

it’s well worth checking out.

“The war you think you see … is not the war you think you see.” Cast against this RRN

report, my blinkered friends see the Russian ground assault as an act of aggression … but

the act of aggression they think they see, is not the aggression they think they see. My

prayer is, when they do finally see the children, their proud arrogance will melt in shame.

And if they don’t see the children, my blinkered friends are NOT my friends.

The price of an adrenochrome fix for the elites just went through the roof, just like the

price of eggs for us regular folks !!!

Yeah adrenochrome prices shot through the roof this week, I can barely afford enough for

my family. Thanks a lot, Putin

Grateful for the saving of the children and the destruction of this evil facility…..may there

be no more adrenochrome for these evil creatures!

What ever adrenochrome was found, or find in the future, they should just lace it with

acid, and let them enjoy themselves one last time!
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From Gene Decode. It’s not the end yet –still more Tunnels and more children to find…

Pray they found them ASAP and the rescuers are protected and guided.

“Putin reportedly said he believed that the abductees were Russian children who had been

kidnapped from cities and towns that straddle the Russia-Ukraine border. He also said two

of the eight “technicians” were from the West—one an American immunologist with ties to

the NIH; the other a Brit who had worked at the UK Health Security Agency. Medical

paraphernalia—beakers, tubing, syringes, microscopes, centrifuges, autoclaves, etc.—had

come from supply companies in the United States.”

GREAT JOB, PRESIDENT PUTIN! SAVE THOSE KIDS AND NAIL THOSE PAEDOS!

KEEP FIGHTING FOR THOSE KIDS, PRESIDENT TRUMP, NEVER STOP! TEAR THE

PAEDOS UP!

GREAT NEWS!! Excellent work, Michael, please keep us posted.

Why do you feel compelled to rewrite what is clearly stated in the article? I don’t get it. I

agree with your comments, but copying half the article is just weird.

Some how this gives Xena RELEVANCY and provides some aspect of cover for the loads of

other lame and convoluted bullshit she posts , she hopes people will read . The bullshit is

laden with corrupt and bogus narratives.

As I said before, the Russian’s know all about the globalist deep-state cabal that controls

the west and other parts of the world. Russia has suffered a long time under their criminal

escapades. Well over a century if not much longer. And Russia knows where their HQ is

and will nuke it off the map if things come to that point. And its NOT Washington DC

despite the grotesque infiltration of the deep state there, although Washington DC has

been turned into a key part of their operation.

Putin should have doctored the adrenochrome with HIV, like the US did with some they

discovered, and let it be distributed. They said it worked like tracking devices when the

elite started showing life threatening symptoms which included but not limited to

accelerated aging. Poetic justice! Cheaper than a trial & rope.

Yeah Michael, keep us posted, but don’t reuse old reports so soon, as some of us still have a

good memory.

Lol and why did he drop the lawsuit after getting fined a million bucks? Low energy!

nydailynews.com/news/politics/us-elections-government/ny-trump-letitia-james-lawsuit-

dropped-20230120-lj5onjn6fjen5dq63wyxq534pu-story.html

Thank God President Putin is on our side. Those poor , defenseless children. The thought I

had when I read they were in an induced coma was, thank God, they won’t feel so much of

their abuse this way. We’re in Sodom & Gomorrah times, folks.

I dunno Glenda, the Bible tells us there was like, crazy amounts of gratuitous fucking going

on in Sodom and Gomorrah. They literally named sodomy after it!
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I think what is going on now makes Sodom and Gomorrah look like a Sunday School

class!! We are 100’s of times more evil today.

I dunno Glenda, the Bible tells us there was like, crazy amounts of gratuitous fucking going

on in Sodom and Gomorrah. They literally named sodomy after it!

It’s worse than you think: the comas they are in are not to lessen their trauma.

I’m sure some of those deep state traitors like Pelosi and Richard Branson happily picked

up the adrenochrome on the way back home after visiting that U.S. flag-stealing, cocaine-

sniffing, LGBTQ-loving, globalist whore, Zelensky, at his little fake war set (over the

Ukrainian border at Przemyl, Poland and not in Kiev, Ukraine) to talk shop about sending

more money and more money and more money and more weapons furthering the NWO

that Putin killed and is still having the kids rescued and taking out the biolabs, WHICH

THEY HATE!!

No, Deep State Dark Lord Obama does not trifle with low-grade basement adrenochrome.

He gets the finest top-shelf adrenochrome from the Cabal’s secret moonbase

adrenochrome farm.

It’s true. And it’s one of Putin’s 4 primary goals for what he’s doing regarding Ukraine.

““The evil ones that do this to our children, President Trump, they are vampires,” Putin

said.”

They truly are. And we, American and Russian patriots alike, are the vampire killers. Hang

in there, kids.

Last edited 9 hours ago by Xena

Xena, the fact is these Khazarians have always been vampires. Ukraine IS Khazaria period.

Nazi’s as they call themselves is no different. The reality is they are not human. This what

people have a hard time accepting.

As a side note, when the Cabal of its time murdered Theodore Roosevelt’s younger brother,

Elliott, they did so with the same “accidental fall out window” as Putin says above. The

entire Roosevelt extended family were both Cabal puppets and would disobey the cabal

which, across nearly half a century, resulted in two murders and three attempted murders.

Teddy’s maternal uncle Bulloch was the crown agent spymaster of John Wilkes Booth. The

seating arrangements on Mt. Rushmore may someday be changed. FDR used to smuggle

speed into the U.S. aboard German U-boats prior to Pearl Harbor. See Episode number 23.

Oh wow. Putin saying don’t good stuff there. Especially about windows.

 
Keep yin taking down the scum.

Putin REALLY hates paedos, as does Trump, which is why they are a very dangerous

combination against the globalist deep state.

And demolish the CIA Headquarters while we’re at it. Contrary to popular belief, it is not

in Langley, VA. Blessings, from the real Delavic.
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My only consolation is Christ.Our nation is ruled over by lawless,wicked men and women

who reject the sovereignty of almighty God this nation was founded on,his freedoms that

follow his sovereignty and the morality,laws,and blessings that descend from that

authority.These articles bring only an ephemeral measure of satisfaction as I hear of and

see the daily actions of our criminally seized and controlled coup d’etat government.I hate

being subject to their treachery and lawlessness but because of the dual citizenship God

has imputed me in Christ I understand even if or when they might murder me(which is

distressing to contemplate) I will go to be with him.

Amen….knowing we will be going home to Jesus no matter what happens keeps me from

fear. I have that hope and promise from the Lord that he is with me and will never leave

me. Thank you Lord for your salvation.

Do not live in fear.

Scumbags are being taken down.

It is Biblical.

Corrupt leaders are being removed,

 
and replaced with patriots.

It will be a long time before the entire

 
mess is cleaned up.

Maybe 10 or 15 years.

 
Does not matter.

With legitimate leadership,

 
the cabal members will all be found,

 
and put to death.

I for one will not limit God, it may be many, many decades more or a millenium more. He

has the time, not us,.

Before you surrender yourself to the creeps who “might murder” you, get over here and I’ll

lend you a 12 ga. and a box of shells and we’ll go out after dark to see if they parked

somewhere along the road. And then let the “Great Awakening” take its course. Or maybe

Netflix.

Alex, unfortunately Jesus prophesied that lawlessness will about on earth until he returns

which imho, is a sanitized way of saying lawlessness will be with us till the end of time.

Hope and pray, and don’t worry because God is above all and he promised not to leave nor

forsake us. Blessings,

That is amazing. All the politicians that visited Ukraine, Pelosi, Schiff etc were there to

PICK UP THE ADRENOCHROME. Wow. Rat bastards.

…remember, when Pelosi – showing off her big freezers – said: “What would I do without

my ice cream?”
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That was at her San Fran home during Covid, before the special operation in the Ukraine,

not after. She went to Ukraine with all the other deep staters to pick up the ‘chrome after

the shelling started. Can we say blood traffickng?

I wondered why they kept going to Khazaria So, when their actor bi-sexual Pressy came to

DC — it must have been to get paid for his collected batches of Adrenochrome our DS

bastards are selling to make huge profits so that they can screw us.

What about the Ukraine cloning labs though? Clones seem like the more pressing issue if

you ask me.

Youre not thinking big picture here Glenda. The clones are more critical to the Deep State’s

grasp on power. Take out the clones -> the narrative falls apart as the executed Dems are

finally actually gone -> Deep State dominance crumbles. If that happens then the

adrenochrome operations will fall apart with it.

it means there are more than one such laboratory in ukraine,everything should be

destroyed ,evil monsters should be destroyed incl DS and Z

Last edited 8 hours ago by ellyss

Africa is deep into this also and it seems Taiwan also… is that why Piglosi went there as

well = business of children and Adreno? Seems Piglosi had an agency for Trafficking

children in Northern CA .

And she got paid by the cartels for keeping our borders open wide while fighting Trump

over the wall.

Zelensky is protecting himself as much a he is protecting the paedos with the assoff

military so Putin can’t get to him. Remember the paedos Zelensky protected in Mariupol?

And I thought Buck Fiden was the only one who had an impish sense of humor.

God Bless you President Putin. REAL Americans have your back too sir. We love President

Trump and will always have his back!!!

 
God Bless ALL White hat patriots planet wide!!!

“Traitors sometimes have accidental fall out window” I don’t care what they say about

Putin, he’s a freakin BOSS!

i can readily believe that the sick satanists get adrenochrome by torturing children and

drinking their blood, not just for the adrenochrome, but for the ritual and the sick

psychopathic sadistic pleasure they get from the torture itself.

but adrenochrome is a small simple molecule, and EASILY synthesized from scratch in

even a modestly equipped organic lab, by a mimimally competent organic lab technician.

retards manage to make crystal meth in their kitchen.

adrenochrome is a LESS challenging a synthetic target than meth. there’s no scientific

reason for the adrenochrome addicts to “harvest” adrenochrome from humans or animals

when it could be made by the tanker truck in a small batch synthesis plant. and it could be
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done legally and without raising any eyebrows.

not just this story, but the whole adrenochrome “harvesting” story just doesn’t add up.

It adds up alright: these sick evil people procure children to derive fun from abusing them

in you-know-what ways. Then when they have had their fill, they extract the adrenochrome

and dispose of their victims by killing them. Double their pleasure. And there’s an endless

supply of unfortunate children. Matthew 18:5-6.

Last edited 7 hours ago by Dave Strickland

Hello. According to what I’ve read from multiple sources, adrenochrome is greatly

enhanced, much more potent when ‘harvested’ as opposed to manufactured. Since we

know from whom adrenochrome is ‘harvested’, we realize what that refers to. It is

unspeakable.

 
As for whether it is correct information, I cannot say. I think ‘yes’.

Adrenochrome is 100% real and I heard it firsthand from my eldest daughter who lived in

Southern CA for a couple years and tried to get into the entertainment industry. I’ll never

forget the phone call with my daughter and she said “dad, I’m going to tell you about some

awful stuff that will sound unbelievable, because it’s so horrible. But it’s true. I’m not

crazy, I’ve heard this directly from people I know and trust.” She used to meet weekly with

several other aspiring actors and actresses who had accomplished varying degrees of

success getting roles in movies. Some of these people had already landed substantial roles

and would share in the group how they did it, who the key contact people were and what

other roles were needing to be filled. Through some of the A-lister actors these people were

in contact with, these people learned about the dark side of Hollywood, the drugs, the sex

trafficking, child trafficking, child sacrifices, the adrenochrome harvesting and all that sick

crap. My daughter told me about adrenochrome 3 years ago, before I had ever heard of it

anywhere. She told me about the A-listers who were getting taken out because of their sick

perversions. Ellen DeGeneres, Tom Hanks and his wife, also Oprah, and there were several

others. She told me these people would start to disappear and phony excuses would be

published for what was going on. Within 6 months after that conversation, Hanks moved

to Greece (non-extradition country), Ellen’s show got shut down, Oprah’s magazine folded,

and there were several others that I don’t remember that just disappeared. My daughter

told me she was sickened by all this and wanted to get the heck out of there. I went out and

helped her move away from that sick industry and area more than 2 years ago, and she has

never looked back.

They worship Lucifer. They sacrifice children to Lucifer. They enjoy bringing immense

pain and fear upon the children as it increases the power in adreno. They also like to

perform sex acts with the children as well, THEY ARE PURE EVIL.

Maybe like all the synthetic medicine the feed us for health; they know synthetic is second

best. Besides they are a religious cult. It would be in bad taste to use a synthetic. It’s like

having someone else got to church for you and then you get the credit. Then you have the

fact that they are plain cruel, sadistic, bastards with no moral compass.
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That is to say it is not just the adrenochrome, but knowing how it was harvested. The thrill,

the rush, the depravity, the suffering and loss of innocent life is part of what they are

buying. They are on the DARK SIDE and know it, this is their reward for doing and being

evil on earth (so they think). It seems they are not just following the devil, but are

portraying him as well.

People ask why these creatures do not scream for salvation at the last. Story has it if they

do they are damned by the devil for there last minute betrayal and they loose all that was

promised by the devil. CULT!! What they are told may be fiction and lies; but the followers

believe it to the END!

What would be “the ritual and the sick psychopathic sadistic pleasure they get from the

torture itself” if it was synthesized in a factory? Where would the Globalist Deep-State

Democrat RINO elite and their minions get their raping, sacrificing, cannibalizing

innocent children pleasures from a synthesized adrenochrome factory?

It does add up when you realize these Khazarians are not human and they are vampires

needing human blood. They are even particular about which children’s blood they prefer.

That is why Africa is still not cleared of this horror yet. Maybe the synthetic stuff can only

get them over a hump when they don’t have the real blood. But you are right…it’s the

satanic sadistic ritual that this is all really about.

Fabulous article. Terrible subject matter. It makes me ill that we have this in our world.

I’m reminded of Satan as a prince of the power of the air and the we wrestle not with flesh

and blood but with principalities and powers in high places. Now we know what that

means.

Unfortunately, some people still hate him because of the poisoning allegations (Litvinienko

– Polonium 231; Skripal – Novichock; Yushchenko – fish toxin) and they insist that Russia

is still an evil Communist empire since 1917 no thanks to the Rothschilds killing the

Romanovs and setting up the Bolsheviks, despite Communism having fallen in Russia

since 1991.

Brings tears to my eyes to read about this happening to children. And tears of relief and joy

that they are being rescued.

Medically induced coma might sound perversely humane, but I’ll bet that’s just to keep

them quiet until they are ready for the real harvest which, I understand, requires the child

to be fully conscious and screaming in maximum terror to get the good quality

adrenochrome.

God bless and heal those children and all children in these circumstances.

God bless those Spetznas.

Let us not tolerate an iota of this evil anywhere on this planet.
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A part of me dies when I hear about what they do to these kids. Source please make this

true that these children are being rescued. I sure as hell couldn’t handle being torture but

for a child … it’s too horrible to imagine.

 
Seeing those pictures of them with the black eyes because of the torture gets to me.

 
These creatures must be taken out as they did to those eight. There is nothing human

about them. No matter who they are they MUST be held accountable.

Trying to connect to RRN gives the following message…

 
================================================================

Secure Connection Failed

An error occurred during a connection to realrawnews.com. PR_END_OF_FILE_ERROR

   The page you are trying to view cannot be shown because the authenticity of the received

data could not be verified.

 
   Please contact the website owners to inform them of this problem.

Learn more…

 
================================================================

then this message…

 
================================================================

Service Unavailable

The server is temporarily unable to service your request due to maintenance downtime or

capacity problems. Please try again later.

Additionally, a 503 Service Unavailable error was encountered while trying to use an

ErrorDocument to handle the request.

 
================================================================

Finally connected persistence.

Last edited 7 hours ago by YLK

I am enthusiastic that Putin and Trump continue their communications. And these men

deserve our recognition and appreciation for ending child trafficking for Adrenochrome

production…so 50 children will live to see another day thanks to this gallant effort.

These sonsabitches who are caught in the act should be tortured for months untill those

who are extracting information feel they have all they can get from these creatures. They

should be feed through a tree chipper ensuring there DNA could never fuck up the gene

pool ever again. There remains feed to those serving life sentences for raw spirit cooking

viddells with sewer water for hydration.

Putin is so right…..these adrenochrome addicts are Satan’s right hand demons and

vampires. Apparently fake Biden is an addict since he had to have his “candy” at the fake

White House party thrown for the demon Macron and other “celebrities”!! I wonder if the

“wonderful” Tyler Perry is an adrenochrome vampire as well!! I can’t wait for the White

Hats to release the information about who the other people are that were arrested the
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same night Pelosi was. Thankful that Putin is destroying as much of this evil as he possibly

can. Those poor little children. Parents can’t say a word about their missing children or

some of them sold their own children to the deep state demons. God please protect these

children and help us that we will be able to keep a close watch on our own babies. It only

takes these demons a few seconds to steal your children and you never hear from them

again. You can not be too careful. Thank you Putin and thank you DJT and the White

Hats…..you are doing a great job and a great service to this country.

I feel for the families whose kids are kidnapped, that is pure terror.

 
The parents who sold off their kids to these deviants, if they ever get their kids back, things

will never be the same from them again. The trust will be gone and they will never forgive

them. Those kids will be traumatized for life, hate their families for letting this happen,

forever bitter at their betrayal, and always wonder why did mom and dad sell me to this

dirty, evil man. Like Ireland Baldwin and Hunter Biden’s victims and Podesta’s victims,

they will never forget the rapes and abuses.

Unspeakable evil! These dark entities have never had to face what is now confronting

them. They are being exposed and eliminated.

Supposedly Austin was in Ukraine today. Are military supporting this evil at all ends. I

guess if there wasn’t a white Hat operation or partition. We would be doomed. I still think

we up to our shoulders in shit…

Nah man I’m sure it’s real just keep sending Michael Baxter more money

Fuck you asshole! I don’t send money to any one. I have other sources from people in the

fight.

Ah! “Fuck you asshole.” There is a phrase that will ring down through the ages as the

annuls of liberty are told and re-told around the campfires of the future. Let’s raise a glass

and toast posterity with that immortal cry of conquerors: “Fuck you asshole.”

hurray for Putin and Russia!! when will our WH’s start the final big assault on the DS???

 
we are in agony here in the states!

 
so many poor and starving, living in cars eating garbage. We must understand why it

cannot commence right now. Politicians send emails every day begging us for money. we

don’t have money to give them anymore. I just don’t understand – why are we

waiting???????????????????

Putin is a hero and trump is weak pathetic coward .

Always worried about the satanic media instead of simply telling the truth.

See my post above. Being open and truthful simply won’t cut it if you want serious results.

Normal people love and cherish children. I can’t get my head round the idea of anyone who

is willing to abuse them in any way. I can’t imagine the reception such culprits get when

they find themselves in front of the God who creates the children we are to love and take

care of. Nothing disturbs me more about the evils that exist in real life. One thing I DO
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know: in the afterlife, evil people are made to confront what they’ve done to others and are

forced to relive their actions as though what they have done is happening to them. Let us

all think about that every time we’re tempted to harm or afflict another living creature for

any reason. Karma is an inerrant boomerang.

 

 


